ACCESS Program Award includes:

- Multiple awards valued at $3,500
- $1,000 Summer housing waiver
- 3 University general education credit hours for integrated summer science course
- Research laboratory placement
- Prestigious summer housing in the Marriott Honors Community
- Networking with faculty and past ACCESS students
- Jump start on your college experience
- Does not conflict with most University scholarships

WHAT IS ACCESS?

A unique opportunity, ACCESS begins the summer before your freshman year at the University of Utah. For seven weeks, you’ll attend class, perform lab work, and study with your peers. Taught by professors from the departments of Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics, and Physics & Astronomy, the course fosters study-partnerships and friendships that can last a lifetime. Hundreds of alumnae who have succeeded in both college and their professional careers started in the College of Science’s ACCESS Program!

JUMP START YOUR COLLEGE EXPERIENCE
"The ACCESS Program is important in encouraging and retaining young women in the sciences. Being able to join a very motivated, intellectual and fun group of girls who have a desire to excel in the sciences provides a companionship not only through your undergraduate career, but through graduate school and beyond. Here I am, ten years later living my dream!"

– Judy Vu, M.D.
Internal Medicine and Pediatrics Resident
ACCESS 2002